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The Food culture of 
Hokuriku, Sake made 

from rice

Introduction 
of Sake,

Food & Cup

Can visit sake brewery

Contact : Hokuriku Regional 
Agricultural Administration Office 

Ministry of Agriculture , Forestry and Fisheries

Hokuriku Regional Agricultural 
Administration Office 

Support
Kantoshinetsu Regional Taxation Bureau
Kanto Bureau of Economy,Trade and Industry 

For more information, 
Hokuriku Regional website.
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Brewery

Salt-Grilled         
Blackthroat Seaperch

Tinware for sake

Sushi

Nagaoka Sekihan
Kagura Nanban

miso Tuna Sashimi

Wine glass

http://www.maff.go.jp/hokuriku/food/export/kome_culture.html#niigatachuetsu
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The
aftertaste of 
this entirely 
new style of
sake pairs 
wonderfully 
with
chocolate

The unique soy 
sauce flavor
of Nagaoka 
Sekihan rice 
has a saltiness 
that brings
out the best
of this sake

The rich,
deep flavor
from the 

Gohyakumangoku
rice goes perfectly 
with the spiciness
and richness of 
Kagura Nanban
miso

The savory
flavor of tuna
with a hint
of sweetness,
makes for a
beautiful pairing
with the richness 
of this sake

This
super-dry sake 
combines a mild 
aroma with a 
clean flavor that 
brings out the 
best of foods, 
with a delicious 
taste that never 
gets tiresome

Rocks glass

Jubun-hai Tenkai glass
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A wonderfully 
easy-to-drink 
sake, perfect 
for serving 
with fish 
grilled with 
salt, a simple 
dish

Ganache 
chocolate
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Brewery Brewery

Brewery Brewery Brewery

The smooth, 
rich flavor of 
the rice gives 
way to a
pleasant, 
refreshing 
aftertaste

Aged in brandy 
barrels. A unique 
experience created 
in pursuit of new 
sake possibilities

A pleasantly 
smooth 
start, 
followed by 
a dry finish

Light and 
delicate, yet with 
a naturally 
delicious 
richness from 
the rice used
to brew it

The  
embodiment of 

the passion of both 
the farmers and 
the Echigo-toji
master brewer: truly 
a sake that could 
only come from 
Niigata

Enjoy 
the elegance

of this sake with
every sip, with
a full-bodied depth 
that gives way to
a pleasant
aftertaste

https://www.maff.go.jp/hokuriku/food/export/kome_culture.html#niigatachuetsu


Cream cheese
pickled in
Sake Lees
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The delicate
aroma of
sake lees goes 
perfectly with 
cream cheese, 
for the ideal 
pairing with
this sake
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Ayu sweetfish
dried overnight
to concentrate
their flavor and 
aroma have a flavor 
you won’t get
from simply grilling 
them with salt –
perfect for serving 
with this sake

Ayu sweetfish
dried overnight
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Hegi Soba
noodles

Ojiya
Nishikigoihai
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The mild,
smooth flavor
of this sake is
particularly
good alongside 
meals, especially 
Hegi Soba
noodles
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Hegi Soba noodles In Ojiya City,
Hegi Soba 
noodles are a 
popular side dish 
to serve with 
drinks, for they 
bring out the
best of sake
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Flounder Carpaccio 
Marinated in Shio-
Koji with Sesame

Flounder  
marinated in
shio- koji, to 
give it even more
savory depth, pairs  
nicely with this sake, 
matured for a year
to bring out its 
rich flavor and 
aftertaste
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Raw Oysters
with Lemon

Lemon erasing 
the unwanted 
off-flavors of 
raw oysters, with 
a tartness that 
goes perfectly 
with the fruity 
aroma of this 
sake
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Manjuhai glass

Tsuiki copperware
Chirori

serving pitcher

Sakemust

Brewery Brewery Brewery

Brewery Brewery Brewery

Savor the
perfect balance
of rich aroma,
sweetness, and 
acidity, followed
by a crisp
finish

An easy-to
-drink junmai
sake that

harmonizes a light,
delicate feel with
a savory richness,
and an elegant
aroma

Made from
100% Koshitanrei

rice, available only
in Niigata, for a
distinctively rich
sake perfect for
serving with
food

Though
this sake may

be Japanese, it
was brewed to go 
perfectly with
dishes from all
around the
world

A beautifully 
crystal-clear 
sake with a 
fresh aroma 
and a full-
bodied flavor

Yamadanishiki
rice is carefully

polished down to just 
35% of its original mass, 
then brewed through
the harsh Niigata winter
by an Echigo-toji
master brewer, to
create a
masterpiece
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※ Its renewal is scheduled 
March 2021.
For detail, please contact 
Shirataki Sake Brewery.

https://www.maff.go.jp/hokuriku/food/export/kome_culture.html#niigatachuetsu


The
rich, complex
flavor of this
marinated
salmon goes 
perfectly with 
the clean, 
pleasant flavor 
of Tenjinbayashi
sake

Grilled Salmon 
Marinated in Soy 

Sauce and Dashi Sauce
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Seasonal Wild 
Vegetables and 
River Fish

Glass Sake Cup

The subtle
bitterness of 
wild vegetables
and the mild
flavor of river fish, 
salted to perfection, 
pair beautifully with 
the fruity ginjo aroma 
of this sake, for the 
ideal way to enjoy 
these seasonal    

delights
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Sea bream 
sashimi
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Wine glass

The clean 
flavor of sea 
bream is the 
ideal pairing
for the rich 
aftertaste of 
this sake

Type of Sake

Serving
Temperature
Name
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Hinata-kan
（３０～３５℃）

Tobikiri-kan
　(55°C or warmer)

Atsu-kan
（５０～５５℃）

Jo-kan
（４５～５０℃）

Nuru-kan
（４０～４５℃）

Hitohada-kan
（３５～４０℃）

Serving Temperature

Recommendations by Type

＜sake meter value＞

This scale indicates the dryness or sweetness of a sake.    

Higher values are drier, and lower values are sweeter.

（－）sweet ← → dry（＋）

Type/Name Characteristics

Nama-shu
Sake that is never heat-
treated after brewing

Namachozo-
shu

Sake that is heat-treated
once, when bottled

Namadume-
shu

Sake that is heat-treated
before maturing, but not
heat-treated when bottled

Namaippon
Junmai sake brewed entirely
at a single production site

Specific

designation
Ingredients

Polished
rice ratio

Daiginjo-shu
rice, rice-koji,
brewer's alcohol

50% or lower

Ginjo-shu
rice, rice-koji,
brewer's alcohol

60% or lower

Junmai-shu rice, rice-koji ―

Junmai-
daiginjo-shu

rice, rice-koji 50% or lower

Junmai-
ginjo-shu

rice, rice-koji 60% or lower

Tokubetsu-
junmai-shu

rice, rice-koji
60% or lower, or

special production

process

Honjozo-shu
rice, rice-koji,
brewer's alcohol

70% or lower

Tokubetsu-
honjozo-shu

rice, rice-koji,
brewer's alcohol

60% or lower, or

special production

process

Sake Terms and What They Mean

Brewery Brewery Brewery

Matured
for eight years
to bring out a 
smooth, mellow 
flavor with a
deep, complex 
aftertaste

Brewed
from choice 

Gohyakumangoku
rice polished to 
40% of its 
original mass,
for a truly 
luxurious
sake

Neither sweet 
nor dry, but in 
between, for 
a delicate yet 
assertive 
flavor


